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me-critical appplications of Wireless Sennsor Networkss (WSNs) dem
mand timely ddata delivery for
Abstract: Tim
fast identificaation of out-oof-ordinary siituations and fast and reliaable delivery of notificatioon and warniing
messages. Duue to the low reliable links in WSNs, achhieving real-time guaranteees and providiing reliable data
is quite challlenging. Reliable data diissemination is traditionallly performed
d by applyinng error conttrol
mechanisms. However, theese mechanism
ms are not alw
ways suitable for time critiical applicatioons of WSNs, in
which packet burst loss occcurs.
or control schhemes in term
ms of their reliability, energyy efficiency and
a
In this paperr, we comparee different erro
real-timeness guarantees to assess th
he appropriatteness of eaach method facing differrent conditions.
Additionally, we introduce and evaluatte an enhanceed version off a real-time error controll scheme, callled
READ-MN, iin terms of its Quality of Seervice (QoS) gguarantees.
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1. Introdu
uction
Wireless ssensor networrks are one of the promisingg
technologies for monitorring applicatiions such ass
structural heaalth monitorinng. Monitorin
ng operationall
performance of large linear civil engineeringg
(infra)structurres such ass bridges, tunnels, andd
highways resttricts sensor network
n
deployment to longg
stretch of naarrow and elongated
e
spreads. As thee
length of thesse (infra)strucctures is often much greaterr
than their w
width, their toopologies reseemble a longg
chain. The eloongated area of
o interest may
y extend from
m
a few tens off meters to a few
f hundreds of kilometerss
in length. Loong linear chhain-type sen
nsor networkss
have often a large numberr of hop countts. To operatee
for a long tim
me, they usuaally need to work
w
on a low
w
duty cycle. The large number of hop countss
challenges eexisting dataa dissemination protocolss
already designned for WSN
Ns, while the lo
ow duty cyclee

oduces extra delays.
d
intro
applications highly depen
Time-critical
T
nd on the
avaiilability of reaal-time data aas in these ap
pplications
dataa is not valuab
ble if it is receeived after itss Time To
Livee (TTL). Outtdated data iss not only usseless but
may
y also be harm
mful as it mayy have negativ
ve impacts
on the decisions made bby providing
g invalid
information. Mo
oreover, transsmitting expired data
deplletes the energ
gy of relayingg nodes inapprropriately.
Duee to the harsh transmission
t
eenvironment, providing
real--time guarantees and data reliability in WSNs is
quite challengin
ng. Most oof existing real-time
algo
orithms appliied networkss other than
n WSNs
assu
ume network is reliable annd packets aree not lost
becaause of unreliaable links. Thherefore, they cannot be
direcctly applied to
o WSNs. Thee higher the packet loss
due to unreliable links, the low
wer the perforrmance of
a reaal-time WSN.
Reliable
R
data disseminaation is traaditionally
perfformed by app
plying error coontrol protoco
ols, which
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could provide an adequate degree of quality even in
the presence of errors. There are two key error control
strategies in WSN for maintaining reliable
communication over noisy channels. The first one is
Forward Error Correction (FEC) [1], which relies on
transmission of redundant data to allow the receiver
node to reconstruct the original messages. The second
strategy is Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) [2], in
which high-rate detection codes are normally used
and a re-transmission is requested if the received data
is found to be erroneous. In other words, ARQ tries to
retransmit the lost or erroneous packets, while FEC
adds some redundancy to the original message to be
able to recover the lost or erroneous packets. The
main disadvantage of ARQ is that it wastes time
waiting to receive ACKs, which in turn leads to low
throughput. FEC, on the other hand, imposes a
permanent bandwidth overhead for the redundant
information regardless of the channel condition.
Additionally, FEC is designed to tolerate the expected
worst-case error rate and it is not robust enough to
handle packet burst loss, which is likely to occur in
wireless links. FEC is often used in the networks, in
which errors tend to modify just a few bits at a time
but it cannot guarantee full reliability in networks
with high error rates unless it is coupled with ARQ.
The scheme combining ARQ with FEC is called
Hybrid ARQ (H-ARQ) [2], which is an approach
aiming to recover from lost or erroneous packets for
near real-time communications. H-ARQ, however,
cannot assure a delay bounded transmission.
Motivated to overcome the drawbacks of error
controlling schemes and make them suitable for the
unreliable and delay bounded transmission, in this
paper we introduce a new error control scheme,
which unlike existing techniques combines real-time
and reliability guarantees for each packet and
increases hit ratio (the percentage of the packets
received by the base station before their deadline
expire). To deal with the energy consumption and in
order to enrich data, we utilize data aggregation on
the intermediate nodes as far as it does not influence
packet deadline. The packets that are more likely to
not reach the Base Station (BS) within their TTL are
dropped in order to save energy of the intermediate
nodes. Moreover, duty cycling is employed to make
sensor nodes capable of operating for a long time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Firstly we briefly discuss the state of the art in
Section II. Then some preliminaries of this study will
be presented in section III, followed by detailed
description of the READ, READ+, READ-MN.
Performance evaluation will be presented in Section
IX, while we draw some conclusions in Section X.

2. Related work
2.1 Reliable and Real-time Data aggregation
Several data aggregation protocols have been

proposed for WSNs in the past. However only a very
few of them consider both reliability and timeliness
and aim to ensure them simultaneously. Real-time
guarantees are usually provided through either realtime scheduling or real-time routing. SPEED [4] is a
well-known protocol addressing soft real-time
guarantee in WSNs in such a way that packet
deadline is mapped to a velocity requirement. The
node with a velocity higher than a specified
requirement is more likely to be chosen as the
upstream node. MMSPEED [5], which is an enhanced
version of SPEED, aims to meet reliability and
timeliness requirements together while utilizing
multipath routing to handle reliability such that
number of paths is in direct proportion with the
required reliability. Timeliness is supported by
combining the SPEED idea with packet prioritization,
which is done on the basis of the required speed for
each packet. R2TP [6] uses a reliable and real-time
data dissemination, in which reliability is satisfied by
sending several copies of one packet through multiple
paths such that sum of the reliability of the considered
paths is equal or higher than the requested reliability.
The packet is dropped by the intermediate nodes if
the elapsed time of a given node is greater than the
delivery time requirement. Otherwise, it forwards that
packet through multi paths using the given node’s
table, which stores the delay of different paths.
Soyturk et al. [7] present a reliable data acquisition
approach for time-critical application of WSNs.
Reliability is provided similarly to techniques of
[5][6] leveraging multipath approach, while real-time
concern is supported by prioritization of the packets.
This technique, therefore, deals with the priority
scheduling in order to handle queuing delay, which is
the main cause of making end-to-end latency. Almost
all of the aforementioned approaches support
reliability by sending several copies of a packet
through different paths. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no well-explored work to address these two
quality of service (QoS) parameters, i.e., reliability
and timeliness together in a chain-based WSN, in
which only one (or a few) path(s) can be established
between source and destination nodes. Moreover,
since approaches of [5][6] are proposed for data
dissemination rather than data aggregation, they must
employ other methods to filter out redundant data in
case of availability of duplicate sensitive aggregation
functions like sum or average. QoS-ACA [3] aims to
fast, reliably, and energy efficiently aggregate data in
a chain-based WSN and send the aggregated value to
a BS. To ensure reliability, it leverages the benefits of
retransmission without using any acknowledgement.
It utilizes the optimum number of retransmissions to
ensure the required reliability. It also considers the
residual and required energy of each sensor node and
the distance between node and the BS as two main
criteria to select a node as an aggregator. However, it
does not guarantee delivery of a packet to the BS
within its deadline.

2.2 Error control
2
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Wireless networks often apply error control
mechanisms as wireless channels can be easily
affected by unpredictable factors such as weather,
obstacles, shadowing, and mobility. ARQ and FEC
are two main error control approaches often used.
Generally
speaking
considering
the
way
retransmission takes place, there are three types of
ARQ protocols, namely, stop-and-wait (S-W), goback-n, and selective repeat [1][2]. Stop-and-wait is
the simplest version of ARQ, in which the sender
transmits the packets, stops, and waits (idling) for an
acknowledgement (ACK) or Non-acknowledgement
(NACK) from the receiver before it continues with
further transmissions. The idling time waiting for
receiving the acknowledgement makes this scheme
inefficient. The advantage of stop and-wait ARQ is
that it only requires a half-duplex channel. As goback-n and selective repeat are continuous in ARQ,
they require a full duplex channel because
packets/codewords are sent continuously until a
NACK is received. In addition to the
acknowledgement overhead and the need of return
channel, losing ACK or NACK packets which is
more likely to occur in unreliable WSNs contributes
to inefficiency of ARQ. Almost all existing ARQ
protocols assume the acknowledgement packets are
never lost, which is an unrealistic assumption for
WSNs. If the acknowledgement packet is lost or
becomes erroneous due to link/network failure,
sender continues sending copies of the received data
even if data is already received. This leads to high
energy dissipation and wasting bandwidth. If NACK
packets are lost, sender will never be informed about
erroneous or loss packets and thereby the reliability
cannot be ensured. FEC is another error control
approach performed by adding redundancy to the
transmitted information using a predetermined
algorithm. There are different FEC encoding schemes
utilized to mathematically generate parity data from
source data. Each FEC scheme has a different
complexity level and different error recovery
efficiencies. The simplest way to generate parity is
the use of exclusive OR (XOR) [8], which generates
one parity for specific amount of original data. The
XOR encoding has very low processing complexity
but it can only repair a single codeword/packet loss in
a transmission group. Reed-Solomon (RS) [8] code is
a famous technique to generate multiple parities for
each transmission group in order to provide better and
efficient protection against losses. This better
flexibility rather than XOR of FEC approach comes
at the expense of higher processing and memory
usage. FEC functions well in presence of random
packet loss but it is not robust enough to handle
packet burst loss, which is likely to occur in wireless
channels. A drawback of FEC is that regardless of
information correctness, the decoded information is
always delivered to the destination. As the basic FEC
cannot be adapted for time-varying channel states, a
fixed coding scheme is chosen to encode some
information packets. By doing so, bandwidth is

wasted in case of low error rate of the channel as
there is no need to have the redundant information.
ARQ approach, on the other hand, is suitable in case
of having return channel which may not be available
and also works well for the delay tolerable
applications such as file transfer. The main advantage
of ARQ over FEC is that it has a simpler decoding.
All in all it can be said that although compared with
FEC, ARQ can provide higher reliability, it wastes
more time for receiving ACKs. This results, in turn,
in higher delay and makes ARQ not suitable for delay
constrained data dissemination.
To address above challenges, an error control is
needed which is able to (i) shorten the delay of the
ARQ, (ii) alleviate the impact of lost
acknowledgements, (iii) maintain the reliability of
ARQ, (iv) ensure energy efficiency, and (v)
guarantees packet delivery before their TTL expires.

3. Preliminaries
3.1 Quality of Service Parameters
3.1.1 Real-timeness
An increasing number of WSN applications
require real-timeness as their QoS parameter.
Applications may have one of the following four
notions of time:
 Time-unrestricted: which indicates no dedicated
deadline exists and application at hand is not
time critical.
 Soft Real Time (SRT): based on which the
usefulness of a packet received after its deadline
decreases, which in turn results in a graceful
degradation of the performance. SRT-based
approaches aim to reduce deadline miss ratio of
the packets and are common in WSNs because of
the unpredictability nature of these networks.
 Firm Real Time (FRT): on which, the usefulness
of a packet received after its deadline is Zero.
FRT methods can tolerate infrequent deadline
misses.
 Hard Real Time (HRT): HRT applications highly
rely on receipt of all packets before their deadline
ends.
3.1.2 Reliability
Another QoS parameter requirement of many
WSNs applications is reliability. One commonly used
approach to ensure reliable data delivery in a failure
prone environment is sending several copies of one
packet from a single source node towards the
destination node. To know whether data is received
by the destination, one of the following techniques is
used:
 Sending an acknowledgement: in this technique
if the acknowledgement packet is lost due to
link/network failure, source node continues
sending copies of the received data, which leads
to high energy dissipation.
 Sending multiple copies without sending any
3
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acknnowledgementt: although this apprroach
reduuces the ackknowledgemeent overheadd, it
requuires a solutioon to ensure data reach too the
destiination after sending n copiies of a packett.
nergy efficienccy
3.1.3 En
Energgy efficiencyy has the hiighest prioritty in
WSNs too ensure long network
n
life tiime. As one oof the
most eneergy-expenditture operation
ns is transmiitting
data, eacch sensor nodde often turnss its radio offf and
goes to asleep state most of the time to ob
obtain
significannt energy saaving. In a duty-cycle-bbased
power m
management sccheme, each seensor node gooes to
sleep andd wakes up periodically.
p
The
T proportioon of
the time that each sennsor node speent in sleep m
mode
has direcct impact on the data deliv
very delay, paacket
loss, andd throughput. The shorter the duty cyclee, the
lower thee event detecction probabiliity and the loonger
detectionn delay. In a scheduling scheme, a seensor
node is allowed to sw
witch betweeen three operration
modes:
 S
Sleep mode: which resultts in low ppower
cconsumption. In this state th
he radio of a node
is turned offf but the sensors mayy be
ooperational.
 A
Active mode: which itseelf includes two
ooperational staates: receivin
ng state (RX),, and
trransmitting state (TX).
 IIdle state: in which
w
radio is ready
r
to receiv
ive or
trransmit data. According
A
to the conditionss, the
rradio is channged to the appropriate
a
aactive
sstate.
Fig.1. presents thee state diagraam illustratingg the
main stattes of the radiio and the way
ys state transiitions
occur. Onnce the sleepiing time ( TS ) is over, the rradio
must unddergo a transiition to idle state.
s
On the oother
hand, thee radio of a node must be switched ooff as
soon as tthe active tim
me ( T A ) is fin
nished. It is w
worth
noting thhat these fourr states have different leveels of
energy cconsumption, which differr from one rradio
model to another.

Fig.
F 1. State diaagram for radio states

4. Networrk Model
We make the followingg assumptionss regarding thee
WSN. The WSN
W
consists oof N sensor nodes deployedd
in a linear topology and oone BS is locaated at the endd
of the chain. As each chainn should have a chain leadeer
through whicch sensor dataa is forwarded to the BS, thee
role of bein
ng leader rottates among sensor nodes
considering some criteriaa, which will be explainedd
later. In case of not being a chain leaderr, sensor nodes
can only com
mmunicate w
with their direect neighborss,
hence the po
ower level of them is adjussted by takingg
the distance to the closeest upstream neighbor intoo
account. The location of ssensor nodes and
a the BS aree
fixed and aree known a prioori. We have chosen
c
for this
network mod
del as this is tthe case in many
m
structuraal
health monito
oring applicattions, in which
h sensor nodes
are placed att known and ffixed location
ns of a bridgee,
for instance, at critical locaations in a lon
ng linear arrayy
form and send
s
their ddata periodicaally or uponn
detection of abnormal sitituations via relaying theiir
data to neighboring nodes to the BS. Ou
ur network has
a three-tiers architecturee in which the first tieer
includes reg
gular sensor nodes, the second tieer
includes chaiin leaders, andd the third tier includes BS
S.
It is clear th
hat such hieraarchical archittecture can bee
easily expand
ded to includee more chain leaders in thee
second tier an
nd more BSs iin the highestt tier for a longg
range chain-ttype sensor neetworks (Fig.2
2.). Additionaal
tier can also be added betw
ween chain leaders and BSs
based on sp
pecific applicaation need. Therefore,
T
thee
proposed arch
hitecture is eaasily scalable to
t increase thee
size of the network. In this case, th
he size of thee
network corrresponds to tthe length off an elongatedd
topology. Wiithout loss of generality, in
n this study wee
assume that there is onlyy one chain leader (in thee
second tier) and
a one BS (iin the third tier). Managingg
second and th
hird tiers has been explain
ned in detail inn
[3].
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Fig. 2. Threee-tiers architeccture model

Every sennsor node in a chain must seend its data too
its upstream nneighbor, whiich is selected
d in the chainn
construction pphase. Intermediate nodes along
a
the pathh
to the chain lleader aggreggate the data received
r
from
m
the downstream nodes wiith their own data (if any))
and forward the local agggregated valuee towards thee
chain leaderr. The chainn leader, also called thee
aggregator, m
must perform
m final aggreg
gation on thee
data receivedd from two siides of the ch
hain and thenn
forward the reesult to the BS
S directly.
To motivvate the neeed to addresss both dataa
reliability andd real-timeneess in our protocol, let uss
consider the network illuustrated in Fig. 3., whichh
consists of sixx sensor nodees such that one
o of them iss
selected as thhe chain-leadeer and a packeet, whose TTL
L
is 10s, shouuld be forwarrded from S 0 towards thee
leader. Let uss assume thatt time required to deliver a
packet from S 0 to the leadeer is 3s and frrom the leaderr
to the BS is 1s. Clearly, thhis packet will be receivedd
by the BS aftter 4s. This im
mplies that 6s from its TTL
L
is remained, w
which can be exploited to achieve
a
higherr
network perfformance. Wee can spend this time forr
either (i) incrreasing aggreggation degree of the leaderr
or (ii) imprroving transm
mission reliab
bility of thee
network. If thhe network haas high reliablle links and itt
is almost guaaranteed that the packet iss received byy

desttination throug
gh the first trransmission, it is better
to spend
s
this reemaining time
me for the ag
ggregation
proccess and to increase
i
aggrregation degree of the
lead
der. In this case, leader can pput the receiv
ved packet
on hold
h
and perform aggregaation on otheer packets
whicch are on thee way and w
will be received within
limited time durration of thee waiting paccket. The
remaaining TTL time
t
can alsoo be used to
o improve
transmission reliaability by utillizing a retran
nsmission
s
severral copies of the given
mecchanism and sending
pack
ket. This is particularly useful when
n network
sufffers from pack
ket loss.

Fig. 3. An ex
xample of a chhain based nettwork

5. An overvieew of READ
AD
To
T eliminate the delay and ttransmission overheads
o
intro
oduced by ack
knowledgemen
ents in ARQ, we
w aim to
5
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assure reliability by sending multiple copies of one
packet without sending any acknowledgement. Even
though this approach reduces the acknowledgement
overhead and delays, it requires a solution to ensure
data to reach to the destination after sending some
copies of a packet. QoS-ACA [3], which is an
approach to guarantee reliability by sending several
copies of one packet, estimates the optimal number of
retransmissions for each link based on the requested
reliability of the application and packet loss rate of
the given link. However, QoS-ACA does not care
about real-timeness and only aims to ensure high
reliability for a delay tolerable application. Thereby,
we cannot utilize this approach and we require to
estimate number of copies for each link having
reliability of the links in mind while keeping an eye
on the packet TTL. Since receiving a packet after its
deadline is not only useless but also depletes energy,
it is highly preferable to drop such packets to prevent
wasting energy of the intermediate nodes relaying the
packet. A key question here is how to assign the
remaining TTL of a given packet to relaying nodes
for their retransmission or in another word, for how
long a packet can be delayed on the intermediate
nodes so that the reliability gain and on-time end-toend delivery ratio can still be maximized. We
answered this question by introducing READ [9] that
is a fair and simple heuristic which allocates the
available packet TTLs proportionately to the packet
loss probability of the links along the forwarding path
to judiciously and fairly uses the packet TTLs on
intermediate nodes in such a way that reliability gain
and on-time end-to-end delivery ratio are maximized.

6. A Detailed Description of READ
READ starts with chain construction using
PEGASIS algorithm proposed in [11]. In a given
chain, one node must be selected as the leader in
order to do the final aggregation and to send the
aggregated local-view data stream to the BS. Two
QoS parameters, i.e., reliability and energy
consumption as well as two assigned weights will be
considered to make different criteria for electing a
leader. To this end, we introduce the following
equations:

B T ( S j )  ( B R ( S j )) W  ( B E ( S j )) w
R

B E ( S j )  (

B R (S j ) 

RsdEg( S j )
IniEg (S j )  RqEg (S j )

N
1
  EER(S i , S j )
N  1 i 0

)

E

(1)

(2)

(3)

 CL 1
  HHR ( S k , S k 1 ) CL  i
 k i
EER ( S i , S CL )  
i 1

HHR ( S k , S k 1 ) CL  i

 k  CL

(4)

Where S  represents a set of sensor nodes, which
are able to directly communicate with the BS and CL
represents the candidate leader. The hop-by-hop
reliability (HHR) between two sensor nodes will be
obtained
using
HHR ( S i , S i 1 )  1  p pktloss ( S i , S i 1 ) . By
having the hop-by-hop reliabilities, BS must evaluate
the appropriateness of each member of S  to be an
aggregator. To this end, BS first calculates the end-toend reliability from each sensor node to the
designated leader by employing equation (4). At the
second step, BS finds the benefit of each candidate
leader in terms of reliability ( B R ) by averaging sum
of the end-to-end reliability of each sensor node to the
designated leader using equation (3). This selection
ensures the maximum reliability that this chain can
provide. BS also finds the benefit of each candidate
leader in terms of prolonging lifetime ( B E ) using
equation (2) where RsdEg(Si ) denotes residual

energy of S i , IniEg(Si ) is initial energy of S i and
RqEg(Si ) denotes the required energy of S i if

being selected as the leader. After finding all the
benefit values in a chain, BS selects the sensor node,
which provides the maximum benefit as the leader for
a given chain using equation (1). The higher the
benefit value of equation (1), the higher the
probability of being selected as a leader. Due to
application specific nature of WSN, different
applications have different requirements. Therefore,
assigned weights (w) to each QoS parameter of
equation (1) can be changed in order to satisfy the
application requirements.
BS is responsible to find out the packet loss of
each link by looking at the packet loss statistics
reported by the neighboring node of each node in
order to well and fast adapt the portion of each node
from TTL of the packet based on the last reported
links state. For doing so, each sensor node by
comparing the sequence number of the packet (or
packet copy) receives from its downstream node with
the one expects to receive could easily calculate the
packet loss of its adjacent link. Afterward, each
sensor node puts its view about its adjacent link
situation along with the data it must relay, in a packet
and sends it toward the BS. BS makes a packet
conveying the new portion of each node after finding
the last situation of the links quality based on the new
link reliabilities and sends it to the leader who must
send it as well as to all nodes on both sides of the
chain and inform sensor nodes about their new
portion of the TTL. Each node receiving this packet
picks its portion and then forwards the packet down
to the adjacent neighbor as long as the neighbor node

6
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receives it.
To find out optimal number of copies which must
be sent through each link, we follow the following
steps:
As we consider duty cycling in order to save
energy we should take sleeping times, which greatly
influence remaining TTL of the packet, into account.
We assume that the duty cycle of the node is in such a
way that if one node sends the first copy of the packet
to its upstream node, that node is awake at that time
but it is likely that the upstream node goes to sleep
mode before finishing transferring all copies of a
given packet. Therefore, we first should find the
number of time slots in one awake time period ( nS )

nj ) represents the portion of ( S j ) from remaining
TTL of the packet. The second term of equation (8) (
log1 RqRL ) puts an upper bound for the number
PL ( S j , S j  ! )

of packet copies for each link only by looking at the
packet loss rate of the given link and the reliability
requested by the application.
 RqRL
n j  min(n j , log1PL
( S ,S
j

TTL
ns  TT  AsT

(5)

where AsT  TP  (1 - DC) .
Each time slot for a given node represents one
receipt/transmission for that node. Leveraging
equations (5) and (6), required time slots (rS) for the
given packet are calculated.
A given source node can calculate the TTL of a
packet in terms of time slots using equation (7).

rT  TTL - (nS  TT  AsT) nRc

(6)

PL ( S j , S

n j 

PL ( S LID , BS ) 

awake time period (AwT) using n  AwT . It is
s
TT

nRc 

rT
 nRc  nS
TT

(8)

)

j 1 )

 lS

LID  1



i j

j

PL ( S i , S i  1 )

lS SourceNode  rS
Where 
lS j  lS j 1  C j 1

0  C j 1  n j 1

(10)

S
Si 1 represents the upstream node of i in the
PL(S j , S j 1 )

chain,
denotes the packet loss between
S j and S j 1 , LID is leader identification in the

n

second tier, j represents the number of copies of a
given packet which should be transmitted by the node

Sj

and RqRL is the requested reliability by the
application for the links. Each sensor node upon
receiving a packet must also update remaining or left

lS

time slots ( j ) of the packet employing equation
(10), using which required time slots to send C copies
of a packet from one node to its upstream node is
subtracted from the available time slots of the packet.
As we do not know which copy is received first,
upstream node can easily recognize C by looking at
the copy number of the packet.
Applying this equation for a long chain where
more than one chain leader is located in the second
tier as shown in Fig.2, a few modifications should be
made which results to the following equation:
(11)
nj 

PL(S j , S j 1)

PL(Lk , Lk 1)  PL(LLastL, BS) 

K LID
KSecondTire
Nodes

rS 

)

(9)

by having transmission time (TT) of one packet and

worth noting that having duty cycle (DC) and toggle
period (TP), the (AwT) can be calculated easily using
AwT  TP  DC .
Then we need to calculate number of time slots
that each packet requires ( rS ) to be able to transmit
all its copies along the path towards the BS. As we
are allowed to send (or receive) each copy of one
packet in one time slot, the number of time slots
corresponds to the number of copies. Therefore,
having required time slots for a given TTL is enough
to know the number of copies, which must be
transmitted to increase reliability while TTL
requirement of the packet is met. To find ( rS ), first
we need to calculate the number of required awake
cycle (nRc) to transmit all copies through different
nodes, using equation (5) while (AsT) represents the
time when the node is in sleep mode.

j !

LID1

PL(Si , Si1)

 lSj

i j

(7)

Where (rT) denotes remaining time of the packet
after using nRc awake cycles to transmit copies.
Then, the optimal number of sent copies for node S j
to meet deadline requirement of the packet by
considering the packet loss probabilities of the
upward links can be obtained by BS using equation
(8). The first term of the right part of equation (8) (

The first and second terms in the denominator,
which are the modified parts, show the EER in the
second tier between the leader of the given chain (
LLID ) and BS, while Lk denotes the leader ID in the
second tier, Lk 1 is the upstream leader of Lk and
LLastL is the closest leader to the given BS .
Fig. 4. shows the psuedocode of READ protocol.
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non-deterministic quality of wireless links while
adhering to the delay requirements of the packets,
packet loss rate of the links need to be continuously
updated. This updating procedure can be
accomplished either at the BS which has a global
view of the whole network or at the nodes. However,
since nodes only have local information about their
links quality, BS may seem to be the best place to
update packet loss rates (PLRs). On the other hand, it
is quite possible that BS does not have recent
statistical information about PLRs of the links if
packets are not received by the BS. Updating PLR at
the BS is also not efficient in case of having a long
chain, which frequently experiences link quality
changes. In this case, updating PLR locally seems
promising as each node is aware of the PLR of its
adjacent downward link. In the local updating
scheme, PLR can be calculated by stamping source
data packets with a sequence number and assigning
each copy of a packet with a copy number. The new
portion of each node from available TTL of a packet
can then be calculated using equation below:

Initialization
1.
2.

Construct chain using PEGASIS
Find

3.
4.
5.

Duty cycling schedule;

6.
7.
8.
9.

receives
Repeat {
Repeat {

sends
} until (

receives

)

READ Protocol
1.

if (event detected by
calculates

2.

if ((
a.

)

using equation 11

nnew
 nold
j
j 

)) {
Repeat {} until (

)

b.
c.

Repeat {

d.

} until ((

) or

(
e.

))

if (

) and

(

))

{Repeat {} until (

);

Go to step 2.b }}
3.

else if ((
a.
b.

)) {
Run step 2.b to 2.d

if (

){(
)}

c.

if (
{

){ for (each

)

}

PLnew ( S j , S j 1)

(12)

old

PL (S j , S j 1)

When BS is responsible for calculating the packet
loss of each link, it needs the packet loss statistics
reported by the neighboring nodes of each link in
order to well and fast adapt the portion of each node
from TTL of the packet based on the last reported
state of the links. For doing so, each node puts its
view about its adjacent link situation along with the
data that must be relayed in a packet and sends it
towards the BS. After calculating the new packet loss
of the links, BS assigns a new portion of TTL for
each node to use for its upcoming packets and sends
it to the leader to inform sensor nodes about their new
portion of the TTL. Each node upon receipt of this
information takes its portion of TTL and then
forwards the packet down to the adjacent neighbor.
Locally updating PLR increases the ratio of the
number of received packets to the total packets.
However due to lack of a global view, it is possible
that when equation (13) is true, TTL of some of the
received packets has expired. These situations need to
be avoided as they have significant impacts on
lowering down the hit ratio and energy efficiency.
LID 1



j 0

PLold ( S j , S j 1 ) 

LID 1



j 0

PLnew ( S j , S j 1 ) (13)

where LID is chain leader’s ID.
Fig. 4. Psuedocode of READ

7. Updating link reliability in READ+
As we presented in [10], to deal with inherently

8. Relaying through multiple neighbors
in READ-MN
As mentioned before, in READ and its enhanced

8
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version READ+ all regular sensor nodes adjust their
power levels as low as possible so that they could
communicate with their closest neighbor node in
order to save more energy. In other words, all copies
from a given packet are sent through the closest
neighbor nodes. Even though, this policy seems to
provide an energy efficient data collection approach,
using one path to relay all packet copies could be a
bottleneck. To solve this problem, we introduce a
modified version of READ+ protocol called, READMN (READ- Multi Neighbors).
READ-MN allows each node to send different
copies of one packet through different neighbors
instead of the closest one as done in READ+. Using
multiple neighbors to send packet copies brings about
some difficulties which must be handled in advance.
First, in READ+, the transmission path is quite
specified in advance as there is only one choice for
each node to relay its data through. Therefore, TTL of
the packet could easily be assigned to each
intermediate node since

problem, we calculate

the basis

of the longest path (in terms of number of nodes
involved). This is similar to what READ+ does. By
doing so, if one packet reaches to the BS it will
definitely be on-time as we consider the worst case
which is the longest path for

LID 1

 PL( Si , Si 1) .

i j

In READ-MN, each sensor node is allowed to
send its copies via
different neighbors, while
could be a predefined parameter by the user or it
could even be self-adapted by looking at the number
of packet copies each node has to send and hence,
will have different values for different nodes (i).
Regardless of the way is calculated, each sensor
node has to adjust its power level in such a way to be
able to reach all neighbors. The bigger the , the
higher the power level nodes may use, and thereby
the more energy dissipation.
It is worth mentioning that if =1, READ+ and
READ-MN are the same and that is why we mention
READ+ in all following graphs when
1.
Therefore, by READ-MN we mean
1.
One of the path through which one event packet
may reach to the BS is presented in Fig. 5. for
1,
2 and
3. In case of event detection, just
relaying and aggregating data along the path is
enough and thereby no need to have all nodes’
contribution (C,E,G,I in Fig. 5.b or B,C,E,G,I in Fig.
5.c.) however, having them helps better understand
the situation.

LID 1

 PL(Si , Si 1) is known for

i j

LID 1

 PL( Si , Si 1 ) is difficult if

i j

we do not know from which path data will be
received. This is due to the fact that each node Si has
different neighbors and Si 1 is one of them. Therefore,
as the path along which the data will reach the BS is
not known in advance, calculating

 PL(Si , Si 1 ) on

i j

the BS in advance and equation(9) can easily be
calculated. Calculating

LID 1

LID 1

 PL( Si , Si 1 )

i j

is a challenge. To combat against this arising

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. A given relaying path for a received packet a)

1 (READ+) b)

2 c)

3
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In a monitoring application, BS expects to have
all nodes data after a sampling interval. In other
words, the contribution of nodes C,E,G,I in Fig. 5.b.
which are not necessary in event detection, is quite
essential for monitoring application. In case of
monitoring, each node aggregates its data with the
downstream node’s data which is received following
a predefined schedule. If the downstream node’s data
has not been received according to the schedule, the
given node (say node C in the Fig. 5.b) has to send its
raw data to the upstream neighbor (node D or E). The
arising overhead here is that the receiving node, say
D, must again relay packet arrived from C once
relayed packet is arrived from B. This twice
dissipates node D’s energy. The closer the node to the
BS, the higher the energy consumption. This is
because of the heaviest burden on relaying nodes to
transmit data from downstream nodes.
Even though, READ-MN can well mitigate the
bottleneck problem, this advantage brings about the
following problems:
 IN READ-MN, it is possible that more than
one copy of a given packet reach the BS. This
requires filtering the duplicates.
 READ-MN has a higher memory overhead
than READ+ as it requires to store the packet
loss of several paths instead of one as done in
READ+. In other words, depending on the
path through which each node has to relay the
packet copies, the different nj is calculated



according to equation (9), and hence the
packet loss of different neighbor links must be
known for each node in advance.
READ-MN has to change the scheduling of
the nodes so that each node has to be ON
longer than required by READ+. This is due
to the fact that in READ+ (
1) only the
immediate upstream nodes are allowed to
relay data, while in READ-MN, a given node
may want to relay its data through further
nodes as
1. Therefore, in READ+ each
node has to be switched ON after its
immediate downstream node does, while in
READ-MN each node has to be switched ON
after
downstream nodes. In other words,
duty cycle, which is in direct relation with ,
in READ-MN is longer than READ+.

9. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we compare the presented error
control scheme with two existing and well-known
error control schemes, i.e., ARQ and FEC. The ARQ
we consider is a hob-by-hob S-W ARQ, which
provides reliability by sending acknowledgements.
The FEC scheme we consider is systematic hop-byhop XOR-FEC (HH-FEC), which is a onedimensional version of (n, k) FEC where k=n-1, and
in which intermediate nodes have to perform XORFEC encoding/decoding function individually at each

hop (if needed). For the sake of completeness, we
also compare our protocol with a protocol without
error controlling, in which only the original data
without any parity or redundancy is aggregated and
forwarded along the path to the destination. In XORFEC, the packets received without error can be
processed and forwarded along the path. If, however,
one packet is received erroneously, it has to wait till
the last packet which carries the XOR of the group
reaches the node. The number of packets in each
group is calculated using equation introduced in [12].
Moreover, we examine READ-MN with different
to evaluate different QoS parameters.
We use Java JDK6 to perform simulations for
different TTLs, average link reliabilities, and . Each
simulation is executed 100 times.

9.1 Performance Metrics
We consider hit ratio  and energy efficiency
 as two performance metrics. Hit Ratio is a metric
that describes the efficiency of a real-time protocol
and is defined as the percentage of the packets
received by the BS before their deadline expire.
Energy efficiency is defined by the amount of useful
energy ( Eeff ) spent to disseminate packets received
by the BS before their TTL expire to the total energy
( Etotal ) spent to send all packets, i.e.,



Eeff
Etotal

, Etotal  Eeff  Eurr  Eop  E rnit where

Eurr represents energy spent for disseminating the
un-received packets, E op is energy spent for the
imposed overhead (parity) of the received packets,
and Ernit is energy wasted on the packets received
after their TTL expired.

9.2 Simulation parameters
For simulation, we consider a chain consisting of
16 randomly distributed nodes in a linear topology.
BS is located one hop away from the rightmost node
of the chain. In all simulations, the source node is the
leftmost node, data rate is one sample per five
seconds and updating PLRs is done locally by the
upstream nodes. The quality of half of the random
links change after reading almost 20 samples in
average and toggle period (TP) is assumed to be 5000
ms. Other simulation parameters are listed in Table I.

Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Mac layer IEEE
Transmit bit rate

802.15.4
250 kbps
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Operation frequency
Radio model
Transmission range

2.4 GHZ
TI CC2420
10-90 m

9.3 Simulation study of READ and READ+
We plot the achieved hit ratio and energy
efficiency as the packet TTL increases from
( ChL TT ) to ( ChL TT  800 ), where ChL is
length of the chain and TT is transmission time.
Fig. 6. illustrates attained hit ratio and energy
efficiency versus packet TTL for the given chain for
three average PLRs in the network when DC=0.04.
We have chosen three PLRs: 0.02, 0.15 and 0.45 in
order to study the impact of different levels of packet
loss. It can be seen that READ+ either outperforms SW ARQ or has more or less the same hit ratio. The
energy efficiency of ARQ, however, is comparably
lower than READ+. READ+ also often performs
better than HH-FEC. This could be justified as: First,
HH-FEC needs to keep early lost packets in a group
waiting long for the parity packet to be able to
reconstruct them. Although the lost or erroneous
packets may be reconstructed or corrected but due to
long waiting time, their TTL expire. In case of longer
chains or having less reliable links, it is also possible
that one reconstructed packet undergoes more losses
along the way. This brings about more delay.
Secondly, as XOR-FEC is able to correct only one
lost/erroneous packet, it cannot handle and manage
losing more than one packet in a group. Lower duty
cycle values implies longer waiting time for the

packets that are ready to send their data as they also
need to wait till nodes wake up again. Lower duty
cycle values result in sending smaller number of
copies or less retransmissions. As S-W ARQ wastes
half of the awake mode time waiting for Acks,
READ+ has higher hit ratio in presence of low duty
cycles as it uses all awake time to send packet copies.
The right side graphs of Fig. 6. provide a comparison
among these approaches by looking at the energy
efficiency metric. READ+ also is the most promising
approach in terms of  particularly in case of high
PLR and short TTL. When PLR is low and TTL is
long, HH-FEC outperforms READ+ due to its lower
overhead. Energy efficiency of S-W ARQ even in the
best condition cannot exceed 0.5 that is due to
acknowledgement overhead which must always be
used. Compared with S-W ARQ, READ+ is more
energy efficient specially when encountering packets
with small TTLs. It can be argued that most of the
very delay-constraint packets received by the BS
using S-W ARQ scheme are expired because of the
extra delay introduced by the use of
acknowledgement messages. However, for very
delay-constrained records or when PLR is pretty low
(i.e. around 0.02), READ+ is as energy efficient as
HH-FEC. This is due to the fact that in these cases
READ+ also sends less packets. Fig. 7. compares hit
ratio of READ+ when PLR is updated locally by
nodes or globally by BS while PLR=0.45 and DC=1.
As it can be seen, local update functions a little better
than global update in terms of hit ratio.
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9.4 Simulattion study of READ-MN
N

Fig. 8. Hit ratio vs. TT
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Fig. 9. Delayy in terms of num
mber of hops vs.

Fig. 8. represeents the achiev
ved hit ratio w
when
The F
different number of neeighbors
is employed.
It cann be seen thaat the more the
t neighborss, the
higher thhe hit ratio. Using less in
ntermediate nnodes
(big ) bbeing involveed in packet reelaying may rresult
in small end-to-end delay for the given
g
packet ssince
data mayy reach the BS
B via longeer hops (Fig.. 9.).
Thereby, more copies of a given paacket can be seent if
it is relaayed via less intermediate nodes. How
wever,
different from our exppectation, therre is no signifficant
differencce among thesse three appro
oaches in term
ms of
hit ratio. To account for this issu
ue, several asppects
must be ttaken into account:
 C
Collision mayy arise as several
s
nodess are
ssending their packet
p
simultaaneously. As iit can
bbe seen in Figg. 10. it is qu
uite possible w
when
nnode D is recceiving B’s packet
p
througgh C,
nnode B is sennding the seccond copy off the
ggiven packet directly
d
to D which
w
could rresult
inn collision. The bigger the , the m
more
ccollisions mayy occur. Thereefore, the biggger
ddoes not alwaays bring high
her hit ratio aas the
ccollision increaases as well.
T
To mitigate thee collision two
o or more diffferent
ffrequencies caan be used for
f the sequeential
nneighbors. Most
M
likely iff
1 diffferent
ffrequencies aree used, no colllision occurs.
A

D
F

B
C

E

Fig. 10. A given chain-b
based network



IIn updating part, the more statisstical
innformation the BS has abou
ut links qualityy, the

moree accurate n  it can suggest to the sensoor
j
nodes for the nex
ext time interrvals, and thee
higheer hit ratio caan be achieveed. The biggeer
the , the less statiistical informaation about thee
given
n links may bee available. For example, inn
case of Fig. 10, if
o
1, all paacket copies of
A must be sent vvia node B and
a then moree
statisstics about linnk AB will be sent alongg
with the data paacket toward
d the BS. Inn
3,, in average one third of thee
contrrast, if
packeet copies are relayed throu
ugh B and thee
rest must be sennt through C and E andd
thereby, less statisttical informatiion about linkks
quality will be avvailable. Therrefore, lack of
o
enough statistical information brings abouut
lowerr hit ratio ass an inaccuraate estimationn
aboutt n j may be oobtained.
Fig. 11. shows the ccontribution rate
r
which is
defined as the number of ssensor nodes contributing
c
too
the packets’ content
c
whichh are received by the BS, foor
two differen
nt applicatioons; event detection
d
andd
monitoring. In
I case of even
ent detection, as
a soon as onee
node receives an event paacket, it shoulld aggregate it
i
with its own data and relaay it to the upstream
u
nodee.
Therefore, ass in READ+ we have
1, all sensoor
node along th
he path must rreceive, aggreegate and relayy
the given event packet onne by one, so
o that they alll
have to conttribute to a ggiven receiveed packet. Byy
doing so, thee BS better uunderstands th
he context andd
has better insight about thhe environmen
nt state as thee
received dataa is as rich aas possible siince all nodes
contribute to
o. When
inncreases, event packet cann
reach the BS
S through lesss intermediatte nodes (Figg.
5.b. and Fig. 5.c.) and thhen the contrribution of alll
nodes in the received
r
packket decreases. The bigger ,
the less contrributor since data may reaach the BS viaa
longer hops, which in turn results in a sh
horter delay.
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Fig. 11. N
Node’s contribu
ution vs. φ

As it was mentioned eaarlier, in case of monitoringg
(as a time-drriven applicattion), BS exp
pects to havee
data of all nnodes after a sampling in
nterval. If thee
downstream node’s dataa has not been receivedd
according to the schedule, the given nod
de (node C inn
Fig. 5.b.) haas to send itss raw data to
o the upwardd
neighbors (noode D and E) and exploiting
g them makess
its data reachhable for the BS.
B One of th
he reason thatt
downstream node’s data does not reaach the givenn
node respectiing the scheduule is that, an
nother copy off
that node’s data has beeen received
d by anotherr
neighbor (likke as B) andd hence, thatt neighbor iss
responsible tto relay the given
g
node’s data. In thee
worst case, nnone of the copies
c
are recceived by thee
upstream neiighbors and hence, contriibution of alll
nodes even if
1 maay not be 100% for thee
monitoring appplication.
In Fig. 12. we compare the energy co
onsumption off
the event dettection and monitoring
m
ap
pplication. Inn
case of monittoring, the biggger the , th
he more nodess
may be bypasssed and thereefore their datta needs to bee
relayed throuugh another daata transmissio
on flow. Eachh
data transmiission flow exploits the intermediatee
nodes once and then it
i is quite possible onee
intermediate node is usedd several timees for a givenn
sampling inteerval.
Although,, it is expectedd that energy
y consumptionn
of the READ+
+(
1) forr both monitorring and eventt
detection rem
mains the sam
me, simulation
n results show
w
different figuures. In case of
o monitoring when
1,,
even though sseveral copiess of a packet could be sent ,

ble that all coopies sent thrrough one
it iss quite possib
uniq
que path (
1) are lost aalong the path
h and then
the upstream
u
nodee does not recceive any pack
ket. In this
casee, as the upsstream node does not recceive any
pack
ket, no energ
gy is dissipate
ted to receivee the lost
pack
ket. This sligh
htly affects tottal energy con
nsumption
as sh
hown in the grraph.

10. Conclusion
n
In
I this paper,, we comparee several erro
or control
apprroaches in terrm of differennt QoS param
meters i.e.,
reliaability, energ
gy efficiency
cy and reall-timeness
guarrantee for a lo
ong chain-typpe WSNs. Lo
ong chaintypee WSNs have often a largee number of hop
h counts
and to prolong liffetime, they uusually need to
o work on
a lo
ow duty cycle. Therefore,, duty cyclin
ng is also
conssidered as a deeterminative pparameter in comparing
c
these error control schemes.
Additionally, we introduuce and evaaluate an
enhaanced version of a real-time
me error contro
ol scheme,
calleed READ-MN
N, in terms off its Quality of
o Service
(QoS) guaranteess. READ-MN
N studies on choosing
betw
ween one or more paths through whicch source
nodee sends its daata copies tow
ward destinatio
on so that
reliaability and realtimenes are ensured
d. Using
multtiple paths to
o send packeet copies brin
ngs about
som
me advantages and disaddvantages which
w
are
elab
borated on in th
his paper.
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Fig. 122. Energy consu
umption vs.
Sensor Networks, in IEEE IN
NFOCOM, Pho
oenix, 2008, ppp
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